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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
This year marks the final implementation year of NWT Tourism’s 5-year
marketing strategy: Towards a $235 Million NWT Tourism Industry. This
marketing plan again focuses on the targets identified in the strategy,
growing both visitor numbers and spend in the NWT, while positioning for
transition to new goals and new marketing opportunities.
NWT Tourism, in collaboration with its partners, has made great strides to achieve
the objectives set 5 years ago. As of the end of 2018-19, NWT Tourism surpassed its
objectives for both tourism visitation and spending, achieving more than 120,000 visitors
and generating more than $210 million in visitor revenue.
NWT Tourism is well-positioned to continue to stimulate and support growth into the next
five years. As the local, national and global travel environment changes, NWT Tourism’s
marketing approaches change in response to ensure we maintain and grow our position in
key markets for our core products, and continue to raise awareness of the Spectacular NWT.
The 2020/21 Marketing Plan sets a course that continues to be responsive to changes in
the geopolitical, economic, social, cultural, and technological environments that influence
how people and groups make and execute on travel decisions.
More than 50% of the world population is now online, and a growing number of travellers
research, plan, and even book their travel digitally. NWT Tourism’s 2020/21 marketing plan
reflects this in an increased emphasis on our digital presence, and our strategy of being
always on, and always alive in the digital space.
Across all platforms and through all marketing efforts, the centrepiece of our marketing
plan remains consistent: content marketing; telling stories that make potential travellers
see themselves here; that lure them with travel experiences that are transformational.
The best decisions are grounded in research. We will use existing and new avenues to
gather information that helps us better understand our markets, where they look for their
information, and what drives their choices. This will enable NWTT to market dynamically
and responsively, ensuring the right messages are reaching our target markets with the
right messages.
Notwithstanding a potential slowdown in the Chinese market, NWT Tourism is confident
this marketing plan will continue to move us past the goal of $235 million in visitor revenue.
We look forward to working in partnership with the Government of the Northwest
Territories to establish new 5-year targets toward which we can strive together.
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ABOUT US
Northwest Territories Tourism (NWTT) is the destination marketing
organization for the Northwest Territories.
Our work is mobilized through funding agreements with the Government of the
Northwest Territories (GNWT) and membership fees. We also work to lever resources
through other public funding agreements, partnerships with the tourism industry and
business, and other private partnerships.
We are a not-for-profit organization, established in 1996, serving approximately 200
member businesses connected to the tourism industry. We are governed by a Board of
Directors that includes elected representation from the tourism industry that is generally
reflective of the various sectors and regions and directors appointed to represent
Indigenous governments.
We have a team of 10 Yellowknife based staff which are supported by an experienced
Agency of Record and social media contractor as well as by contractors in some of our key
target markets: Japan, Germany, South Korea, China, and Australia.
We work closely with local, regional, national and international partners to promote our brand,
uphold our destination’s reputation, and increase visitation and visitor revenues to the NWT.

VISION: A thriving, vibrant, sustainable and successful tourism industry.
MISSION: T o grow the tourism industry for the NWT to support a
strong and sustainable economy.

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES TOURISM
Box 610, Yellowknife, NT, Canada, X1A 2N5
T: 867-873-5007; 1-800-661-0788
F: 867-873-4059
E: info@spectacularnwt.com
You can find us on line at:
W: www.spectacularnwt.com
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OUR
SPectacular
brand
Our brand encourages visitors to immerse themselves in a world
of multi-sensory experiences that are surprising and rejuvenating;
even transformational. Our people are friendly, hospitable and great
storytellers. Like the land they live in, they are quirky, honest,
and full of surprises.
The Northwest Territories is the third largest jurisdiction in Canada by area, and one of the
smallest by population. The Northwest Territories offers amazing skies, hundreds of lakes
and rivers, towering mountains, vast plains, expansive ocean coastlines and abundant
wildlife. Its enormity, geographic diversity, northern location, authentic Indigenous
experiences and friendly people are all part of the Northwest Territories’ brand assets.

OUR BRAND PROMISE:
The Northwest Territories offers discovery – a wonderfully child-like type of
discovery. We offer the thrill of a first-time experience, the surprise of discovering
something new, the reward of trying something you have never done before. In
short, Spectacular NWT is simplicity, surprise and awe.
The Northwest Territories’ destination brand is what we want potential visitors
to see as their “mind movie” when they think of the Northwest Territories.
Through our marketing, the Spectacular brand provides the compelling reason
for customers to select our destination for their travels.
We aim to expand our brand recognition across Canada and other target markets, and
we are striving toward an increased affinity with our brand that we are already seeing in
guests who return year after year. This is a focus for this year’s marketing plan, where
we are telling the stories of these people.
For more than a decade, the Northwest Territories has identified these assets as
“Spectacular”. The “Spectacular NWT” brand promises a Northwest Territories that
offers spectacular scenery, experiences, and adventure.
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funding And
Partnerships
Tourism crosses many industries and touches a variety of sectors. As the
NWT’s economy evolves, tourism plays an increasingly important role in
the economic strength of the territory. Visitors to the NWT annually inject
more than $200 million dollars, and that number continues to grow. This
direct spend in the NWT economy spins off additional investments in the
NWT supply chain and contributes to northern employment.
NWT Tourism has close relationships and funding agreements with governments and
other organizations who share NWT Tourism’s interest in a vibrant economy.
NWT Tourism has a core funding agreement with the Government of the Northwest
Territories, which provides the bulk of NWTT’s funding. NWTT levers this funding to
tap additional funding envelopes to undertake research, pursue training, to develop
marketing innovations, and to penetrate new markets. Together, NWT Tourism, national,
territorial and community-based organizations in both the public and private sectors
work in partnership to grow tourism, and in so doing, the NWT economy.

GOVERNMENT OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
NWT Tourism was established, with core funding, in 1996 by the Government of
the NWT. The GNWT continues to contract NWT Tourism to market the territory on
its behalf. In 2019/20, NWT Tourism’s marketing budget was increased by the GNWT
to $3.4 million. The marketing budget for 2020/21 sees the same budget invested in
directly marketing the territory.
The core marketing activities of NWT Tourism continue to be the most significant
component of NWTT’s work. Core marketing activities build awareness of the NWT in
key target markets in order to drive potential visitors to contact local tourism operators
to plan their travel.
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DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
ACTIVITIES
The primary focus of core marketing activities is on the Canadian
market, from which most of our visitors come. However, our
core marketing also reaches further, to important established
international and growth markets which has the potential to
attract a higher spend per visitor. The majority of our marketing
budget is targeted domestically, a portion is directed to
international marketing.
Domestically, our marketing focuses on direct marketing
to consumer, primarily through online and digital platforms

PIERRE EMMANUEL CHAILLON / NWTT

We develop separate plans in partnership with each of the
regional tourism offices that help each region to align with our
overall marketing goals and strategies. Specific regional projects
are undertaken that help each region leverage our core marketing
efforts, with campaigns, content and marketing initiatives that
highlight region-specific tourism growth areas. This encompasses
such activities as social media campaigns, familiarization (FAM)
trips with visiting Travel Media and Travel Trade, marketing
collateral such as flat sheets, or attendance at consumer and
trade shows.

NWT CONFERENCE BUREAU

delivered by our Agency of Record. Our social media marketing

Part of NWT Tourism’s partnership with the Government of the

contractor works with NWTT and our Agency to elevate the

NWT is funding to operate the NWT Conference Bureau. The

NWT’s presence on social media platforms. Internationally,

Bureau works to attract meetings and conferences to the NWT.

we focus on marketing to the travel trade — travel agents

We prepare and submit bids to host conferences in the NWT,

and others who have established connections with travellers.

follow up on sales leads generated through our activities in the

We also work in partnership with Destination Canada and

meetings, conferences and incentive travel (MCIT) markets, and

with General Sales Agents and marketing agencies in our key

host site visits for event planners considering the NWT for

international markets.

their events.

MARKETING THE NWT’S REGIONS
While our core marketing works to promote the whole Northwest
Territories, we also undertake marketing efforts to promote each
of the five distinct regions of the Territory. We work closely with
the GNWT’s regionally-based tourism teams to focus specifically
on marketing the products, experiences and activities unique to
each region.

CANADIAN NORTHERN ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (CANNOR)
CanNor was established in 2009 to develop a diversified
sustainable and dynamic economy across Canada’s three northern
territories. CanNor fosters growth and economic development in
Canada’s North by delivering programs that respond to the specific
economic challenges and opportunities in the North.
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Since its inception, CanNor has been a valued partner to NWTT

departments and industry leaders across Canada to support

and has contributed funding to support a diverse range of

the growth of Indigenous tourism. It also works to address the

marketing activities that target our key domestic and international

demand for development and marketing of authentic

markets, and it has enabled NWT Tourism to explore and open

Indigenous experiences.

new geographic markets without reducing efforts in existing
and proven markets. NWTT’s current funding agreement with
CanNor concludes at the end of the 2019/20 marketing year. A new
application window is expected to open in 2020, at which time NWT
Tourism will apply for funding in support of 2021 and 2022
marketing efforts.

ITAC has allocated funding for each province and territory to
support partnership activities. In 2018, NWT Tourism, the GNWT
and ITAC signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to
work together to promote Indigenous tourism in the NWT. NWT
Tourism’s partnership with ITAC focuses on shared marketing
regarding unique Indigenous experiences that visitors can enjoy in
the NWT and making our copyrighted training materials available

DESTINATION CANADA (DC)

to grow the number of market- and trade-ready Indigenous

Destination Canada is Canada’s destination marketing
organization. DC promotes Canada internationally in collaboration
with its tourism industry partners. DC’s marketing focuses
primarily on Australia, China, France, Germany, India, Japan,
Mexico, South Korea, the United Kingdom and the United States
— most of which align with NWT Tourism’s target markets.
DC offers partnerships and cooperative marketing opportunities,
enabling NWTT to lever additional funding for its core marketing
efforts. NWTT regularly partners with DC where there is a fit
between target markets and campaign priorities.

tourism suppliers.

INDUSTRY PARTNERS
NWT Tourism offers a wide range of opportunities for cooperative
marketing with local tourism operators. This includes discounted
rates to participate in consumer shows, digital advertising and
social media advertising.
Each year, local tourism businesses contribute approximately
$50,000 to NWT Tourism’s overall budget through cooperative
marketing partnerships. Local partners also help NWTT stretch

INDIGENOUS TOURISM ASSOCIATION OF
CANADA (ITAC)

its marketing budget by providing discounts to support media and
trade familiarization (FAM) tours.

ITAC is a national not-for-profit organization that creates
partnerships between associations, organizations, government
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The
Marketing
Environment
Tourism is a dynamic and global industry, influenced by local, territorial,
national, and international situations and contexts. NWT Tourism
continues to anticipate, monitor, and respond to changes in these
contexts to ensure we take advantage of opportunities, and
mitigate barriers.

2018 CANADIAN VISITATION STATISTICS
Market

# of Arrivals

% Increase from 2017

14,400,000

+1%

United Kingdom

792,000

-3%

China

737,000

+6%

France

604,000

+5%

Germany

406,000

+1%

Australia

349,000

-3%

Mexico

404,000

+5%

Japan

251,000

-15%

South Korea

246,000

-16%

India

287,000

+15%

21,100,000

+1%

United States

TOTAL FOR ALL MARKETS
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GLOBAL CONTEXT
Across the world, more and more people are travelling. In
response, the international tourism industry continues to grow
rapidly. Statistics Canada reports that travel to Canada reached its
highest levels ever in 2018, totalling more than 21 million visitors,
of which 32% were from overseas.
Of particular significance, the number of travellers year-over-year
increased in 2018 in some of NWTT’s key markets: Germany,

the potential to reduce the number of Chinese visitors to the
NWT in the short term, making the NWT vulnerable to a decrease
in what has formerly been year-over-year increases in visitor
numbers and spend from Chinese visitors. In response to the
geopolitical situation, foreign DMOs are aggressively courting
these travellers. For example, Russia is promoting its northern
lights as an alternative to Canadian Aurora travel.
Notwithstanding the current geopolitics, China continues to

China, and Mexico.

represent a significant market and opportunity for NWT visitation.

Many of the markets in which NWTT operates continue to be

Mexico

highly stable, and have not experienced significant contextual

Geopolitics create an emerging opportunity to market the

changes. However, NWTT is closely watching two growth

Northwest Territories to Mexico. The Mexican middle class is

markets, China and Mexico, which are presently more dynamic.

expanding, there is no visa requirement for Mexican travellers

China

to visit Canada, and there are a number of direct flights between
Mexico and Canada. These factors make it easier for Mexican

China continues to lead global outbound travel, as its population

travellers to choose to bypass the United States as a travel

becomes more affluent and mobile. According to Destination

destination, in favour of Canada. This is borne out in the numbers.

Canada, 2018 saw a record number of arrivals from China. More

In 2018, year-over-year, arrivals from Mexico to Canada are up

than 737,000 Chinese visitors came to Canada, with an average

by approximately 5%, with average per capita spending of $1,575.

spend of $2,800. DC is forecasting a continued growth trajectory

Mexican travel to Canada has doubled in the three years from

for China, projecting a 3.6% increase in visitors and a 5.8% growth

2015 – 2018.

in spending. Of the target market identified by Destination
Canada, fully 69% (representing 11 million people) indicated they
are very likely to visit Canada in the next two years, and of those,
16% (representing 1.7 million people) indicated they are likely to
visit the north.
In response to this growth, the number of airline seats available

DC is forecasting continued strong growth in Mexican visitors
in 2019 at 8.5%, with revenues increasing by 13.4%. Within the
target market identified by DC, 60% indicated they are likely to
visit Canada within the next year, of which 12 % (or approximately
185,000) have indicated an interest in visiting the north.

between China and Canada has also increased, and is expected

Technology

to continue to grow. At the same time, destination marketing

The world is increasingly connected digitally. Data gathered

organizations around the world are aggressively courting the

shows that internet and mobile growth in the past 5 years has

Chinese market.

been explosive and continues to expand. For example, more than

Over the past 5 years, the NWT has benefitted significantly
from this growth in global travel. Chinese visitors to the NWT
specifically increased five-fold, from 3,732 in 2014-15 to 19,446
in 2018-19.
China visitation plays an important part in NWTT’s achievement
of visitor and revenue objectives. The current geopolitical climate,
however, between China and North America is strained, and has

half of the world’s population has been online since 2015. 98% of
Chinese people have mobile devices. In 2017 there were five billion
mobile subscribers worldwide, and that number continues to
grow, making mobile the number one access route to the internet.
It is estimated that adult mobile phone users look at their phones
on average, once every 12 minutes.
This has led to a significant shift in how consumers research
destinations and book travel. Data shows that many consumers
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(59% of Japanese, 53% of South Koreans, 48% of Americans, 45%

spending. All product categories experienced annual growth

of Australians) are comfortable researching, booking and planning

except business travel, which saw a decline of 9% in both visitation

their entire trips on mobile devices. Social media continues to play

and spending, and outdoor adventure which had a 9% decrease

an important role in destination awareness and travel

in spending. The decline in the business travel sector may be

decision-making.

attributed to a slowdown in the mining industry.

CANADIAN CONTEXT

Aurora-viewing, the largest category within the leisure segment,

Inbound international travel to Canada continues to perform well.
In 2018, Canada welcomed 21.1 million international tourists, up
1% over 2017. This includes 6.7 million travellers from outside the
United States.

continues to thrive with double-digit annual growth (19%) in both
visitation and spending. Both fishing and hunting rebounded this
year after experiencing declines the last two years with significant
growth in the numer of visitors (23%) and spending (20% for
fishing, 23% for hunting). The Inuvik-to-Tuktoyaktuk highway

This year, Destination Canada’s new ‘Glowing Hearts’ Campaign

continues to be a draw for visitors to the Beaufort Delta region, as

will focus on telling Canadian stories to Canadians. NWT Tourism

general touring visits rose by 10%.

is poised to leverage off this new brand initiative and we are
involved in multiple projects to promote travel to the NWT from
within the domestic market.

2019 saw consolidation in the northern airline industry with the
merger of northern carriers First Air and Canadian North approved
by the federal regulator. These airlines connect many northern
communities to the Yellowknife gateway, and while implications

TOURISM IN THE NWT
Visitation to the NWT continues to be strong and growing, led
by increasing numbers of Chinese visitors despite a challenging
geopolitical situation between China and North America.
Tourism in the NWT continues to grow year over year with a 7%
increase in the number of visitors and a 3% increase in visitor

of the merger on airfares is unknown at the time of preparing this
plan, it is anticipated that the merger will result in changes to the
frequency of flights to other NWT communities and that there
may be changes to airfares.
After establishing a daily flight between Vancouver and the
NWT’s capital city for peak winter Aurora seasons in late 2017, Air

Visitor Spend Percentages 2018-19
BY PRODUCT CATEGORY

$79.4 million – Business Travel

32%

$67.7 million – Aurora Viewing

7%
8%

$15.6 million – Outdoor Adventure
$17.8 million – General Touring
$10.9 million – Visiting Friends/Relatives
$11.6 million – Fishing
$7.4 million – Hunting

5%
38%

6%
4%

$210.3 million - Total spend
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Canada expanded the availability of the flight between Vancouver

collection of an accommodation levy by municipalities, paving the

and Yellowknife to year-round and added a second daily flight

way for the City of Yellowknife to advance its plan to establish an

during Aurora season in 2019. Air North also introduced a trial of

accommodation levy in the capital city. When in place, this levy

this route for the 2019/20 winter season and began flying direct

will fund additional tourism marketing for Yellowknife and will

between Vancouver and Yellowknife in mid January 2020.

support the City’s establishment of its own destination marketing
organization.

Notwithstanding the effects of aircraft inventory shortage due
to the Boeing MAX groundings, this route will continue to support
the growth of tourism from international markets, as Vancouver

Tour Operators
The increase in the number of visitors and visitor spending

is the gateway city for the NWT to Asian markets as well as

continues to encourage growth in the number of licensed tour

emerging markets Mexico and Australia.

operators in the NWT. In 2010 there were 111 licensed tourism

The inventory of accommodations in Yellowknife has grown

operators in the NWT. In 2019, there were 161. This represents a

in response to the growing demand, particularly during peak

45% increase in the past eight years.

Aurora seasons. The City of Yellowknife has been working

INDUSTRY TRENDS

to provide structure to private short-term rentals (such as
accommodations through online platforms such as AirBnB),

Indigenous Tourism

and is expected to introduce new by-laws to address licensing

According to research conducted by Destination Canada and the

for these accommodation providers. In late 2018, the GNWT

Indigenous Tourism Association of Canada (ITAC), travellers are

passed legislation under the Towns & Villages Act to enable the

looking for authentic Indigenous experiences when travelling.

Growth of Licensed Tourism Operators in the NWT
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2019
TOTAL: 161

Western Arctic

They are looking for one-on-one interactions with Indigenous

transformational experiences. The luxury market requires solid

people in small and intimate settings. They are looking for

infrastructure, and partnerships with the GNWT help us to share

opportunities to learn about cultures, traditions, arts, food,

market demands for various infrastructure needs. There is a real

storytelling and the history of the area. Moreover, travellers

opportunity to succeed in this market and provide legendary

want to be active participants in one-of-a-kind cultural

experiences to the luxury traveller.

experiences that provide them with a deeper connection to their
surroundings.
Indigenous cultural experiences are generally booked once a
visitor is already at their destination.

LGBTQ2+ Travel
Destination Canada and Travel Gay Canada have been working
together to promote Canada as a travel destination of choice for
the LGBQT2 traveller. The global value of this market was more

With a strong local Indigenous culture, the NWT has significant
potential to grow this as part of the overall product offering for

than $211 billion (US) in 2015. There are more than 35 million
international tourists that are part of the LGBQT2 community.

visitors.

Bleisure

Culinary Tourism

Travellers who combine business with leisure travel are known

Culinary tourism has emerged as a global trend. Culinary tourism
focuses on culinary experiences that feature locally sourced
food and drink, rather than merely sightseeing. As part of the
experience, travellers learn about and consume foods that
reflect the local, regional, or national cuisine and traditional
culinary techniques. Culinary tourism can be paired nicely with
Indigenous experiences to provide unique opportunities for
visitors. Across Destination Canada’s international markets,
culinary activities are one of the top travel activities for people
visiting Canada.

as Bleisure travellers, and represent a growing segment. On
average, 60% of business trips turned into bleisure trips in
the US, UK, China, Denmark and Germany. Bleisure travellers
tend to extend their domestic business trips and are most
likely to be travelling to attend a conference. Attracting lastminute bookings and offering updated or live availability will
help capture more spending from this market. Platforms such
as Expedia, Trip Advisor and other OTA operators can enable
more engagement from this sector. This market holds potential
to increase the business traveller spend in a declining sector.
The work of the NWT conference bureau in the MCIT Market is

Luxury Travel

another factor in reaching new business.

Luxury travel has become one of the fastest growing travel
segments, growing faster than most other tourism sectors.

Sport Tourism

This market will help the NWT to increase spending per visitor

to a particular location as a sport event participant, an event

and can contribute to a higher yield in tourism through spending.

spectator, or to attend sport attractions or sports-related

This luxury market has remained resilient even in challenging

meetings. According to the Canadian Sport Tourism Alliance

economic times. Over the next decade, and with the growth of a

(CSTA), and based on Statistics Canada information, sport

strong middle class in many developed and developing countries,

tourism is fast growing in Canada, with spending increasing

growth in luxury travel is projected to continue to outpace the

from $5.2 billion to $6.8 billion from 2014 – 2016, an increase of

growth of overall travel.

some 30% over two years. 2015 data suggests the Northwest

By leading with the best products, the NWT can aim to facilitate

Sport tourism is any activity in which people are attracted

Territories attracts 1.1% of this market valued at $72.2 million.

the transition from Luxury to Legendary. We encourage
visitors to interact with grassroots businesses that provide
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Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats
The NWT Tourism Industry has inherent strengths and
opportunities upon which to build, as well as weaknesses
and threats to be mitigated as it continues to grow.
STRENGTHS

Resilience

The NWT tourism industry is strong and growing. The number of
operators, packages and tourism products continues to increase.
While there are new entrants to the market, there are also a
number of long-established tourism operators. The NWT tourism
industry offers a unique northern experience at a price point that

Strong partnerships
The growth of the tourism industry relies on strong co-operation
with like-minded partners. NWT Tourism enjoys a strong and
durable relationship founded on trust and respect with the
Government of the Northwest Territories, which provides
core funding. It also works in close partnership with other
organizations that are pursuing tourism growth, including

is below competing circumpolar options.

Destination Canada, the Indigenous Tourism Association

Natural assets

communities across the Dehcho, Sahtu, Western Arctic, North

The NWT has significant natural assets including the Aurora
and midnight sun, pristine lakes and rivers, mountains, barren
lands, and wildlife. In a world that increasingly values pristine
environments and sustainable tourism, the NWT offers first rate
natural products. The NWT has been supported scientifically as
the best Aurora viewing destination in the world. Indeed, virtually
all of our natural assets are recognized as world class, from sport
fishing to parks.

Frontier spirit
In addition to having strong natural assets, the NWT is seen as a
unique destination. Scarcely populated and remote, it is perceived
as an authentic and quirky destination still full of friendly pioneer
spirit. It continues to be sought after as a once-in-a-lifetime,
“bucket list” destination.

Tourism infrastructure
We have solid air transportation routes, notably through
Vancouver, Calgary and Edmonton, that make the NWT accessible
to travellers. Road infrastructure has expanded with the Inuvik to

of Canada, CanNor, the City of Yellowknife, and towns and
Slave, and South Slave regions. We also have great partnerships
with our members to help work toward industry-wide goals.

NWT Tourism is a well-run organization
NWT Tourism has been established for more than 20 years.
It has been, throughout its history, a learning and growing
organization. Its success in growing the market has been a result
of solid decision-making supported by marketing data. The
organization has a balance of seasoned and fresh perspectives
and strong teamwork among its board, staff, agency of record
and contractors. Both its size and its structure make it nimble,
flexible, and adaptable.

Digital innovation
NWT Tourism has embraced innovative digital marketing, keeping
pace with how travellers research, plan and book travel. It has
taken bold moves to be on digital platforms in China, one of its key
markets. It has increased overall destination awareness through
programmatic digital advertising. In recognition of the growth of
online video, it has grown its video assets.

Tuktoyaktuk highway opening in late 2017, making travel to the
Northwest Territories — and its world class natural assets —
increasingly accessible to visitors.
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WEAKNESSES

Accessibility of NWT tourism experiences

Less marketing resources than competitors
Despite strong support from government and other partners,
NWT Tourism has fewer financial and human resources than is
optimal to maximize tourism’s contribution to the NWT economy.
NWT Tourism has a limited budget in an increasingly competitive
environment, especially in comparison with other jurisdictions
working to attract the same market. Funding is variable and
fluctuates, depending on available 3rd party programs and
incentives. This makes planning and long-term initiatives difficult.

Limited Digital Presence of NWT Suppliers
Many small tourism operators do not have the resources,
knowledge, or tools to keep a live online presence for their
business, making it hard for visitors to find the services they offer
when the bulk of visitors’ search for information is via mobile
devices accessing the internet.

Although air and road access continues to improve, the cost of
travel to the NWT continues to be high, especially relative to other
competing destinations. This is particularly the case with travel
beyond Yellowknife to more remote areas of the
Northwest Territories.

Lack of tourism product and services
As a growing tourism industry, the NWT has limited products,
services and activities available to visitors, particularly outside of
Yellowknife, and only a small number of trade-ready operators.
There is a perceived lack of accommodations during peak Aurora
season. Facilities for conferences and meetings are limited, and
Yellowknife is challenged to host events with more than 350
participants. Additionally, there is a shortage of front-line workers
in the hospitality industry and a growing need for those that
speak multiple languages.

RORY FARRELL / NWTT
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OPPORTUNITIES

Tourism 2025

NWT Tourism, working in partnership with the GNWT department
of Industry Tourism and Investment (ITI), has taken strategic
direction from the GNWT strategy: Tourism 2020. This strategic

Tapping emerging audiences
There is a global increase in the middle class, who can afford
international travel. This opens up new markets around the world,
for example, in the Chinese market. Geopolitical changes create
emerging opportunities with markets such as Mexico

reference is sunsetting, and an opportunity exists to work

and Australia.

collaboratively with ITI in the development of a new strategic

Maximize online experience

document, Tourism 2025 to ensure full integration of the “4 Ps of
marketing” (Product, Price, Placement and Promotion), in pursuit
of our mutual goal of stimulating a strong tourism industry and
resulting economic impact.

Promoting current, new and emerging
products in new ways
There is an opportunity to promote the NWT’s existing and new
products in ways that resonate differently with different potential
markets. While the NWT currently markets the Aurora and the
midnight sun, the opportunity exists, for example, to refocus
on northern skies and reach new audiences. The north’s mining
history, including diamond mining, could be used as a marketing
lure. The pristine natural assets of the Northwest Territories
make it a strong match for a growing segment of eco-tourism
enthusiasts. Staying abreast of the evolution of tourism trends,
there is the opportunity to reposition the NWT’s unique assets
in ways that align with trends such as solo travellers, cultural
explorers, and culinary travellers, among others.

An increasing proportion of people around the world are
connected via mobile devices. This is increasingly where visitors
do their research, plan, and purchase their travel. There is an
opportunity for NWT Tourism to increase its presence online
and connect with target markets digitally through social media,
websites, travel and industry apps (such as TripAdvisor), online
travel agencies, and through content marketing. The digitization
of the world also provides opportunity for NWT Tourism to mine
user data to better target its messages and hone its reach with
those most interested in our products.

MCIT
There is an opportunity for communities across the NWT to
attract new and unique groups for Meetings, Conferences,
Conventions and Incentive Travel. We plan to gather an extensive
understanding of the venues available across all regions and
match opportunities with efforts to better understand our target
MCIT markets and where opportunities may lie in this growing sector.

BEN WEILAND / NWTT
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BEN WEILAND / NWTT
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BEN WEILAND / NWTT

THREATS

Geopolitical instability
At any given time, there are changes in the geopolitical landscape
that can affect the number of visitors to the NWT. The current

Additionally, many Aurora tourists come from China, a market
that may be affected as a result of current geopolitical tensions.
A significant reduction in the number of Aurora travellers could
negatively affect the NWT’s tourism industry.

geopolitical climate between Canada, the United States and

Mother nature

China is one example. This has the potential to make Canada a

The very thing that is our greatest asset — our natural

less desirable location for Chinese travellers, or limit Chinese

environment — is also a potential threat to tourism. Changes to

travellers’ ability to obtain necessary travel documents.

our natural assets as a result of climate change, weather causing

Negative social media
Social media invites engagement, both productive and nonproductive, both positive and negative. Because social media

travel issues, and even the enduring perception of the NWT as
having a climate unfavourable to travel could all affect growth of
the tourism industry if not managed.

travels quickly and globally, negative social media can pose

Cost of travel

a threat to the marketing of any destination if not dealt with

Travel to the NWT, and especially to regions beyond Yellowknife,

effectively and quickly.

is costly. These costs are subject to change with changes in the

Over-reliance on Aurora

Canadian exchange rate with other currencies and consolidation

The Aurora is undoubtedly the natural asset that attracts the
largest number of foreign visitors to the NWT. There is increasing

of the air travel industry in the NWT (merger of Canadian North
and First Air).

competition from other jurisdictions for Aurora travellers.
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GEORGE FISCHER / NWTT

Changes in the delivery of tourism products

Availability of Visitor Data

The travel and hospitality industry is changing with the evolution

To the extent possible, NWT Tourism makes marketing decisions

of the sharing economy. The shared economy in accommodations,

based on research. Available research data and the timing of the

such as the growth of platforms like AirBnB, has the potential to

data delivery profiling visitation to the NWT is a lagging indicator

disrupt traditional accommodation suppliers such as hotels and

which increases the risk that NWT Tourism’s marketing efforts

licensed B&Bs.

could be misdirected, or opportunities lost.

Misalignment of priorities

Sustainability and sentiment

NWT Tourism works in partnership with many organizations,

As the NWT attracts an increased number of visitors, there is a

including communities, the Government of the NWT, and

risk that the capacity of the communities to host visitors could

Destination Canada. Fundamentally, the motivations of all

become stretched and territorial support for tourism could begin

partners, with respect to encouraging tourism are aligned.

to decline. Additionally, Wood Buffalo National Park is at risk

However, there are occasional differences and shifts that can

of losing its UNESCO designation, which could reduce potential

misalign priorities amongst tourism partners which can take

travellers’ desire to visit it. With sustainable tourism becoming a

focus off our mutual goals.

more important topic for the industry as a whole, NWT resident
sentiment measures are also becoming more important and need
to be established and measured in the NWT.
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targeting
our markets
NWT Tourism’s target markets are guided by its 5-year marketing
strategy, and are reviewed annually to ensure they continue to support
the growth of visitors and tourism revenues to the NWT. Geographic
markets are the areas into which we send our messages, and represent
the areas from which we hope to attract visitors to the NWT.
NWTT selects geographic markets based on a number of criteria,
including the number of visitors to Canada and the NWT, the total visitor
spend, average spend per traveller, and the match between products
that visitors from a particular geographic region are looking for and those
available in the NWT.
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES VISITATION BY PURPOSE OF TRAVEL 2018/19
MAIN PURPOSE OF TRAVEL

VISITORS #

SPEND (MILLIONS)

41,500

$67.70

4,800

$11.60

17,900

$17.80

530

$7.40

7,200

$15.60

Visiting Friends and Relatives

15,600

$10.90

Total Leisure

87,530

$131.00

Total Business

32,600

$79.40

120,130

$210.30

Aurora Viewing
Fishing
General Touring
Hunting
Outdoor Adventure

TOTAL*

*Note: Numbers above are sourced from the Government of the Northwest Territories, Department of
Industry, Tourism & Investment. Rounding of decimals may affect totals.

We also consider the strength of a country’s economy, current
geopolitical status, air capacity into Canada and other factors that may
affect the ease and interest in travel to Canada.
Within these geographic markets, we apply filters so that we are
targeting our efforts and messages towards those whose interests,
lifestyle and style of travel are most likely to match the unique tourism
experience in the NWT.
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Northwest Territories Visitation Statistics
NUMBER OF VISITORS
Main Purpose of Travel

% Change % Change
(Yearly)
(5 Year)

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

16,400

24,300

29,800

34,900

41,500

19%

153%

4,300

4,600

4,200

3,900

4,800

23%

12%

14,900

19,000

15,800

16,200

17,900

10%

20%

510

510

480

430

530

23%

4%

2,100

2,400

7,400

6,700

7,200

7%

243%

Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR)

17,200

12,200

15,900

14,600

15,600

7%

-9%

TOTAL LEISURE TRAVEL

55,410

63,010

73,580

76,730

87,530

14%

58%

Business Travel

29,400

30,900

34,900

35,800

32,600

-9%

11%

TOTAL VISITORS

84,810

93,910

108,480

112,530

120,130

7%

42%

Aurora Viewing
Fishing*
**General Touring
Hunting
**Outdoor Adventure

Notes:
*Methodology and historical data revised in 2015-16
**Methodology for data collection was adjusted in 2016-17 to more accurately segment General Touring and Outdoor Adventure
visitors. This adjustment must be taken into consideration when viewing historical comparisons.
Information prepared by the GNWT Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment.

PSYCHOGRAPHIC MARKETS
To better understand Canada’s target markets, Destination
Canada developed a proprietary market segmentation system
based on the science of psychographics. Psychographics is an
evolution of the traditional demographics used to identify, and
communicate to target markets. This system, developed in
partnership with the Environics Research Group, is called the
Explorer’s Quotient® (EQ). The focus of EQ is specifically on the
travel market. Instead of just breaking travellers into groups
based on age, income, gender, family status or education level—
all of which is useful information—psychographics looks deeper
at people’s social values and views of the world.

No-Hassle Travellers, Social Samplers, Personal History
Explorers, Rejuvenators, Gentle Explorers, Cultural History
Buffs and Aspiring Escapists. Destination Canada has used EQ
for its own Brand Canada Marketing efforts since 2006/07,
and offers it to provincial, territorial and regional destination
marketing organisations (DMO’s) on a licensed basis. NWTT
subscribes to EQ and is a licensed user. Please see Appendix B
for an overview of these EQ types.
We target who we market considering psychographics (attitudes,
beliefs and values), demographics (age of travellers), and reasons
for travel and experiences sought.
This approach allows us to develop a thorough understanding of

Working with the EQ data, DC has established 10 different

our market segments and to match tourism products and services

categories that travellers to Canada fit into. These include

offered with those most interested.

Free Spirits, Cultural Explorers, Authentic Experiencers,
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Psychographic profiles See Appendix B for a more detailed description of psychographic markets
TITLE

% OF MARKET

TRAVEL VALUES

13% (global)
12% (Japan)
12% (Germany)
Free spirits

11% (S. Korea)

Luxury, bragging rights, checklist samplers

12% (Canada)
14% (US)
16% (Australia)
12% (global)
17% (Germany)
Cultural explorers

9% (Canada)
9% (US)

Constant travel, living history, culture, beauty of nature,
travel as a journey, going with the flow

15% (Australia)
9% (global)
Authentic experiencers

13% (Germany)
9% (Canada)

Living history/culture, comfort and rejuvenation, escape from daily pressures

14% (US)
No hassle travellers

Social samplers

11% (Canada)
10% (Australia)
14% (Australia)

Seek comfort, checklist travel, luxury, status
Group travel, historical traveller, sampling/sharing a variety of
experiences, constant travel

13% (Canada)
Personal history explorers

14% (Japan)

Discovering roots, comfort and luxury, security, shared experiences

10% (S. Korea)
Rejuvenators

Gentle explorers

Cultural history buffs
Aspiring escapists

6% (Canada)

Comfort, escape, unstructured travel, awestruck by nature,
carefree indulgent vacations

25% (Canada)

Group travel, historical traveller, sampling/sharing a
variety of experiences, constant travel

16% (Japan)
16% (S. Korea)
20% (China)

Nature, historical travel, cultural immersion, group travel, constant travel
Comfort and luxury, safety, bragging rights, try a variety of experiences briefly

Information comes from Destination Canada.
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NWT
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A detailed description of our target markets and our
strategy for reaching them is included in Appendix A.

GEOGRAPHIC MARKETS
In 2020/21, NWT Tourism will continue to focus
on our core geographic markets in which we
have established networks, infrastructure, and
brand equity. These are the countries with high
visitation rates to Canada, and from which most
of our NWT visitors come:
•

Canada

•

United States

•

Japan

•

China

•

South Korea

•

Germany

In addition to these primary markets, we will
continue marketing to secondary and emerging
markets we have identified that hold potential
for growth:
•

Australia

•

Mexico

Primary Markets

Canada

Japan

China

United States

South Korea

Germany

Secondary Markets

Australia

Mexico
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ADAM HILL / NWTT

2020/21
Marketing
Plan
A marketing plan is a roadmap that details the strategies and tactics
NWTT will use to achieve its goals and objectives.

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES
NWT Tourism’s goal is set by its board of directors, and set out in its 5-year marketing
strategy: Towards a $235 Million NWT Tourism Industry. The goal identifies the ultimate
outcome that the organization is striving to achieve. NWT Tourism’s goal is to expand the
NWT tourism industry and the economic benefits to participants in the industry and to
contribute to the economic development of the NWT.
Objectives are the measurable indicators that signal that progress is being made toward
the goal. It is how we measure our success in pursuing our goal. Once the objectives are
met, new objectives can be set. NWT Tourism had three objectives to achieve by 2020:
a target increase in the number of visitors, a target increase in tourism revenues in the
NWT, and tourism benefits in all regions of the NWT.
These objectives have been met. Continuing to focus on our goal of expanding the NWT
tourism industry and its economic benefits, we look forward to working with the GNWT
Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment to set new objectives.

Goal
To expand the NWT tourism industry and the economic benefits to participants in the
industry and to contribute to the economic development of the NWT.

Objectives to 2020/21
Increase the visitor spend to $235 million
Increase annual number of visitors to 137,000
Regional distribution of tourism benefits

NORTHWEST
NORTHWEST
TERRITORIES
TERRITORIES
TOURISM
TOURISM
| 2020/21
| 2020/21
MARKETING
MARKETING
PLAN
PLAN| |SPECTACULARNWT.COM
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MARKETING MILESTONES

MARKETING CHANNELS

Milestones measure interim steps toward achievement of the

We will continue to use the multi-channel approach, capitalizing

objectives. Milestones change frequently in response to changes

on our past investments. NWT Tourism has four key distribution

in the marketing environment and the dynamics of marketing

channels: travel trade, travel media, meetings conventions and

efforts. Some of the milestones NWTT will work toward in the life

incentive travel, and consumer.

of the 2020-2021 marketing plan include:
•

Maintain brand awareness for NWT in key markets per
Environics measures

•

•

•

Travel trade are businesses who are an intermediary and liaison
between travellers and tourism operators. These businesses

Increase the targeted traffic directed to operator websites

include receptive tour operators (RTOs), wholesalers, tour

by 25% over 2018 levels

operators, online travel agents (OTAs) and retail travel agents.

Measure audience quality and engagement with our website

The travel trade plays an important role in marketing the NWT

analytics (bounce rate, time on site and page depth)

in our key international marketplaces where direct marketing to

Convert 100 captive travellers to add an experience to their
trip that they otherwise would not

consumers is cost prohibitive and destination awareness is low.
NWTT benefits from working with the travel trade as they have
established sales networks and a loyal client base. Our marketing

•

Grow NWT visitation to achieve 137,751 visitors by 2020/21

•

Increase visitor expenditure to achieve $235M by 2020/21

•

Grow earned travel media from $1.6M to $2.0M by 2020/21

•

Establish a community of 50,000 engaged monthly active

trade with regular updates on export ready products in the NWT,

social media users by 2020/21

host travel trade professionals on familiarization (FAM) tours to

235
214

196
210

181
203.4

201
167

As part of the NWTT travel trade strategy, we will attend key
travel trade marketplaces, make sales calls, provide the travel

Travel Media

250

150

on the travel trade distribution channel.

key trade accounts.

VISITOR EXPENDITURE (PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL)

200

to countries outside the United States and Canada relies heavily

the NWT and establish cooperative marketing partnerships with

NWT Tourism: 5 Year Strategy

$ Millions of Dollars spent in NWT

Travel Trade

Travel media are traditional and online media that specialize in
reporting on travel and destinations.
The travel media play a key role in promoting and selling tourism
destinations. The media coverage by travel writers, bloggers
and broadcast journalists enables a far greater reach than paid
advertising and it also provides a voice of authenticity with
readers. NWTT builds relationships with key travel media through

100

travel media marketplaces organized by Destination Canada, and
by matching qualified travel media to products their audiences are
interested in following. NWTT also hosts media familiarization

50

tours to support stories by travel media and regularly works with
travel writers to provide content for their stories. We also monitor
0
2016/17

2017/18

Projected Spend

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

North American media stories produced about the NWT.

Actual
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Destination Canada’s Path to Purchase Model
3

4

ON DREAM LIST

2

ON
CONSDIERATION
LIST

AWARE

CONSIDERATION

5

CREATING A
VACATION

1

ADVOCACY

EVALUATION

ADVOCACY

9

6

PURCHASE

DETAILED
ITINERARY
PLANNING

EXPLORING
CANADA

7

8

FINALIZING
TRAVEL
ARRANGEMENT

BOOKING A TRIP

Consumer

NWT to gather information to respond to RFPs on behalf of

Travel is an expensive and discretionary product and like any
purchase decision there is a purchasing decision making cycle
associated with booking a trip. The consumer distribution
channel remains the largest focus of our marketing efforts,
with the primary consumer targets being potential visitors from
throughout Canada and the United States. As in 2019-2020, we
will continue to focus on content marketing across a variety of
channels to reach the consumer. We will increase our use of digital
tools to reach consumers where they research destinations and
make travel plans: online. We will work to push the consumer
along the Path to Purchase with the aim that a trip to the NWT is

the region. MCIT plays a key role in generating revenues from
business visitors to the NWT.
Marketing efforts focus on attracting mid- to small-sized
meetings and conferences and on promoting the NWT to
incentive companies looking for innovative ways to reward their
top clients and employees. In the 2020-2021 marketing year,
the NWT Conference Bureau will attend key MCIT travel shows,
host site visits for planners and help local partners to submit bids
and proposals to host meetings and conferences in the NWT and
focus on business travellers to extend their stay pre/post event.

the travel purchase decision made by the consumer.

MARKETING STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

Meeting Conventions & Incentive Travel (MCIT)

Through the channels identified, targeting primary, secondary,

This channel is comprised of those who broker and organize
business and convention travel. NWTT’s Conference Bureau
manages this channel and works with local businesses in the

and emerging geographic markets, and addressing psychographic
targets that match the NWT’s core tourism assets, NWT Tourism
will use six core strategies and associated tactics to achieve
its objectives.
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CONTENT
MARKETING

DIGITAL

Always on/alive in
a digital world

Telling stories
that engage

BRAND

Enhancing and
upholding our brand

MARKETING STRATEGIES
AND TACTICS
PRODUCT/
ATTRACTIONS

Lead with our best

PARTNERSHIP

Levering efforts for a
maximum impact

RESEARCH

Strengthen how
research and results
drive decision making

The approaches and tactics employed through these strategies

Our digital marketing strategy will use a variety of tools and

will be integrated across all channels, ensuring consistent

tactics including search engine optimization (SEO) and search

messaging and branding throughout all of our marketing, thereby

engine marketing (SEM), programmatic media buying, retargeting,

amplifying the effectiveness of our marketing efforts and

and paid ads on social media. It will also include monitoring the

ensuring best return on investment. We strive for integration

trends in social media channels, ensuring that NWTT is on top of

across all channels and strategies. This includes integrations

newly emerging channels and their place in the digital space.

across destination and regional marketing efforts is more
effective than stand-alone campaigns.

Digital marketing
Consumers are increasingly online. More than 50% of the world’s
population is online, and the number is growing. By 2015, the
number of devices connected to the internet outnumbered the
world’s population by a factor of 4:1. By 2020, it is estimated that
will grow to 6.5:1. Mobile computing has become the new internet.
In 2017, there were some 5 billion mobile subscribers worldwide,
and smartphones were the number one access route to

The NWT will have a strong and continual online presence.
Part of our digital strategy will focus on creating breakthrough
awareness using video content, social content and search. We
have an opportunity to engage the digitally connected traveller
and enable them to easily find the information they are seeking in
order to choose the NWT as their destination. The NWT must be
present digitally at each stage in the consumer’s path to purchase,
from awareness through dreaming, consideration, imagining
their vacation, itinerary planning, finalizing travel arrangements,
booking the trip, and exploring the NWT. Not only must we be

the internet.

there during the path to purchase, NWTT’s online presence must

Digital marketing cross-cuts all other marketing strategies, and

and decisions once on the ground in the NWT. We are also

the digital space will continue to become larger as our customer

exploring leveraging ambassadorship through past travellers in

continues to shift to this platform for travel research, planning,

the advocacy stage.

also be able to help the traveller plan their day-to-day activities

and decision-making.
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In 2020-2021, NWTT will continue to transform marketing online
for improved reach and effectiveness. We will consider digital
evolutions and extensions of existing tools such as the Explorers’

Enhancing and upholding our Spectacular
brand to maximize destination awareness
Our brand is the bundle of attributes in the mind of the consumer

Guide, email distribution, and how we tell our stories employing

attached to our destination. It is what we want our market to

more video storytelling. We will continue to embrace social in

think of when they think of the Northwest Territories. As such,

everything we do, focussing on those things that make the NWT

it is critically important that our brand messaging is consistent

unique, and encouraging engagement. We will also explore the

across all initiatives, campaigns, activities, and products. It must

power of social media to test and obtain immediate feedback on

be consistent whether we are marketing the NWT as a whole

test messaging and images. And we will harness the potential in

or any subset or region of the NWT; whether we are promoting

our new website as a resource and information hub for all of our

Indigenous tourism, Aurora or any other particular sector.

channels and markets.

The Spectacular NWT brand will traverse and integrate with every

Being alive in the digital space will not only help consumers along

other strategy. It will resonate in our content and be ubiquitous

the path to purchase, it is also a valuable tool for NWT Tourism

in our digital presence. It will anchor our product marketing, and

to collect research and data that will help us better target our

be the driver of our partnerships. In support of this, NWTT will

marketing efforts in real time, and create content that continues

update its brand visual assets this year.

to resonate with target consumers.

Our brand promise

Content marketing

The Northwest Territories offers discovery – a wonderfully

The tourism marketplace is always evolving and consumers

personal type of discovery. We offer the thrill of a first-time

are demanding a stream of new content that demonstrates

experience, the surprise of discovering something new, the

inspirational imagery, video storytelling, third-party testimony

reward of trying something you have never done before. In short,

as well as social evidence of the experiences we offer. To break

Spectacular NWT is simplicity, surprise and awe.

through in a competitive market creative content needs to
have impact. In 2020-2021, our content marketing will respond
to current trends by featuring listables (for example, 10 awe-

The Northwest Territories’ destination brand is what we want
potential visitors to see as their “mind movie” when they think

inspiring sights on the road to Tuk) and stories.

of the Northwest Territories. Through our marketing, the

We will use Crowdriff to mine user-generated content that

to select our destination for their travels.

Spectacular brand provides the compelling reason for customers

travellers share socially. User-generated content is highly
authentic content and encourages engagement.

We will continue to strengthen our brand and use it to maintain

The development of two 360 degree videos, one featuring

spectacular experiences, untouched wonder, and the ultimate

summer activities and one featuring winter activities, was

destination for the traveller seeking a story of a lifetime full of

concluded at the end of 2019. These new virtual reality videos

simplicity, surprise and awe.

destination awareness, positioning the NWT as a place full of

will enable potential visitors to see themselves in the NWT, and
as such, will be a strong element of our integrated marketing

Product marketing

plan, and dovetail with our digital strategy of being always on in a

We will always lead with our best. Our in-market materials

digital world. Indeed, there will be integration across all marketing

will highlight the best attractions and experiences available to

activities, with content shared on a variety of channels, ensuring a

visitors. In line with our strategy, when we highlight a region,

consistent message and solid brand resonance.

we will lead with our best trade-ready regional products, and
where there is no trade-ready product, we will lead with our best
market-ready products.
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Through all marketing we will aim to increase market share

In 2020-2021, the City of Yellowknife will commission a local

for core products. For our Aurora product, we are experiencing

Yellowknife destination marketing organization. We will engage

increasing competition both from within Canada and

in discussions with the City regarding their DMO and explore

internationally. In addition to reaffirming that our Aurora are

opportunities to partner.

scientifically proven to be the best, we will ensure our messages
are reaching target audiences digitally; that we are top of website

Research

searches for both Aurora and northern lights as keyword terms.

In 2020-2021 NWT Tourism will continue to seek to strengthen

Partnership

how research and results guide our decision-making. This
strategy relies on timely research, planned, implemented,

Strategic partnerships provide the opportunity to lever messaging

reviewed, and interpreted with key partners to underpin

and resources synergistically. We will continue to seek out

marketing success, guide marketing messaging, timing and

alignment between NWT Tourism objectives and potential project

tactics. Marketing without research is guesswork, and holds less

funding sources or partners such as CanNor, TIAC, ITAC and

potential to meet objectives.

Destination Canada.
We will pursue co-marketing opportunities: innovative
partnerships with non-traditional, non-competitor partners
with complementary goals and similar audiences, such as the
film commission, hotels, airlines, sporting goods manufacturers
and others. Co-marketing is a partnership between two or more
companies where both companies participate in a marketing
opportunity, split the costs, and share the benefits.

We will continue to work closely with the GNWT to identify
research needs and access data as it is gathered.
We will also gather and use real-time data gathered at shows, and
in dialogue with our consumers. As part of our digital strategy we
will look for avenues to mine existing pools of data such as data
available through Destination Canada, Google Analytics, and other
on-line data sources.

We will add value for NWTT members by offering co-op
marketing opportunities that make marketing more affordable
for both NWTT and its members. This can include reduced fees to
participate in trade shows, or advertising, for example.
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Northwest Territories Tourism Activities by Distribution Channel
ACTIVITIES

TRAVEL TRADE

MEDIA

MCIT

Minimum 5:
Toronto Sportsman Show,
Toronto OAS,
Montreal OAS,
Calgary OAS,
Vancouver OAS,
Increased Co-op opportunities

Minimum 4:
Focus Mexico
Showcase Korea
RVC Quebec
Corroboree, Australia

Minimum 2:
GoMedia, TMAC

Minimum 4:
3 in Canada, 1 in US: MEE,
IMEX, Tête-à-Tête, CSAE

Evolve to new formats, multichannel

Limited

Limited

Limited

Advertising: Digital

Always on

Geotarget RTOs
at shows

Advertising: Co-op

Member offers with enhanced
value proposition

Min 1 per international
market

Guide
Tradeshows

Advertising: Print

CONSUMER
Explorers’ Guide

Memberships
Visual Assets
Website Content

Social Media

CITAP

TMAC, Communications
Working Group (DC)

CSAE, MPI

35,000 (+1000)
with focus on video

1500 (+100)
CANTO

CANTO/Media Miser/
Crowdriff

1500 (+20)
CANTO

English – weekly
Japanese – monthly
Chinese – redirect to Weibo
German – redirect to domestic
site

English: Travel Trade
website regular updates

Update media site
Repurpose content in
stories

Update with strong call to
action, venues and hotels

Influencers’ # posts
Share media stories

Lever local businesses and
organizations

1 Qualified trade per
market

1 Qualified media/market
6 North America

Lever FAM for leisure &
business to maximize spend

Travel Trade – quarterly in
each market
Sponsor content in trade
e-newsletters

Share media stories

As and when per social media
strategy

FAM
Newsletter

Targeted campaign

English - quarterly

LEGEND:
CITAP = Canadian Inbound Tourism Association		

CSAE = Canadian Society of Association Executives

DC = Destination Canada				

FAM = Familiarization tour

MPI = Meeting Planners International			

OAS = Outdoor Adventure Show

RVC = Rendezvous Canada				

RTO = Receptive Tour Operator

TMAC = Travel Media Association of Canada		

MEE = Meetings and Events Expo
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Northwest Territories Tourism Annual Activity Calendar
ACTIVITY
NWTT

Content Overview
(Website, Digital ads,
eNWT, Social)

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

New Membership
Year

Tourism Week

General Touring

Festivals

E-Newsletter:
Parks

Fall Aurora

Design

Design Concept
Presented

Editorial
Completed

Explorers’ Guide
Other Print

SEPTEMBER

Milepost

Consumer Shows

MCIT Shows

Canadian
Meetings and
Events Expo.

Fams/Sites MCIT

Mid-June-end of August - High Season

Media Shows

Travel Media
Assoc. Canada

Travel Trade

FAM Tours Media & TT

Rendez-Vous
Canada
(Quebec City)

Focus Mexico

GoMedia
Canadian
Signature
Experience Intake
Trade Newsletter

BLACKOUT

Japan

Rendez-Vous
Canada (Quebec
City)

Germany

Rendez-Vous
Canada (Quebec
City)

summer high season

China
South Korea
Australia
Mexico

Focus Mexico
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IMEX

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Paddling/Fishing/
Touring/Parks
E-Newsletter:
Road Trips

Paddling/Fishing/
Touring/Parks

Paddling/Fishing/Touring/Parks

AGM & Conference
Hay River 2020
Winter Aurora &
Activities

E-Newsletter:
Aurora

Draft Proofing

Sign Off/Upload

Consumer Show
Bulk Shipping

Visitor Centre Bulk
Shipping
Globe & Mail
Toronto Outdoor
Adv Show

CSAE National
Conference

Showcase Canada
Asia, Focus Korea

Tête-à-Tête

Travel Exchange NTA

CITAP - Vancouver

BLACKOUT

Showcase Canada
Asia (China)
Focus Korea

Canadian Signature
Experience Intake &
Trade Newsletter

Vancouver Outdoor Adv Show,
Toronto Sportsman Show,
Calgary Outdoor Adv Show,
Montreal Outdoor Adv Show

Sports Event Congress

Corroboree

winter high season
GSA Sales call
completions

CITAP - Vancouver &
Sales Calls

GSA Sales call
completions

CITAP - Vancouver &
Sales Calls

GSA Sales call
completions

CITAP - Vancouver &
Sales Calls
CITAP - Vancouver &
Sales Calls
Corroboree
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MARTINA GEBROVSKA / NWTT

budget
summary
The marketing budget breakdown is provided by spend through the four
channels of activities; Consumer, Travel Trade, Media, MCIT and by geographic
markets; Canada (including french- speaking Canada), USA, Germany (German
speaking Europe), Japan, China, South Korea, Australia. All channels are used to
reach the targeted audience with a variety of marketing activities as identified
geographically dependent on the target profiles and how best to reach them.
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Northwest Territories Tourism
2020/21 Marketing Budget
2020/21 Marketing Budget Projects Summary
Project Name
Call Centre
Mail and Delivery
Service Supplies
Toll Free Telephone
Upgrades to System
Total Call Centre
Consumer Show Program
Shipping, Freight and Courier
Show Fees and Services
Supplies
Travel
Total Consumer Show Program
Agency Contracts
Project Management
Europe (Germany)
Asia Pacific
Total Agency Contracts
Communications
Media Shows
Media Familiarization
Media Events and Promotions
Newsletters and Publications
Photography Contracts
Supplies and Materials
Media Show Travel
Total Communications
Marketing
General Advertising - Core
Regional Advertising
Special Projects
Brochure Development
Business Meetings
Promotional Materials
Research and Exit Survey
Travel
Trade & MCIT FAMS
Trade Shows Registration & Fees
Digital Development
Total Marketing
Market Ready Training
Annual Conference Logistics
Annual Conference Venue Expenses
Speaker Travel (Annual Tourism Conference)
Speaker Fees and Expenses
Total Market Ready Training
Total Budget

Budget

Marketing

$
$
$
$
$

40,500.00
1,000.00
10,000.00
10,500.00
62,000.00

$
$
$
$
$

40,500.00
1,000.00
10,000.00
10,500.00
62,000.00

$
$
$
$
$

2,700.00
51,000.00
500.00
9,300.00
63,500.00

$
$
$
$
$

2,700.00
51,000.00
500.00
9,300.00
63,500.00

$
$
$
$

71,000.00
70,000.00
164,000.00
305,000.00

$
$
$
$

71,000.00
70,000.00
164,000.00
305,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8,800.00
77,500.00
2,000.00
4,750.00
70,000.00
17,000.00
7,600.00
187,650.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8,800.00
77,500.00
2,000.00
4,750.00
70,000.00
17,000.00
7,600.00
187,650.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,611,695.00 $
370,000.00 $
250,000.00 $
85,000.00 $
2,000.00 $
23,500.00 $
21,000.00 $
72,700.00 $
55,500.00 $
82,000.00 $
178,000.00 $
3,369,545.00 $

961,695.00
120,000.00
100,000.00
85,000.00
2,000.00
23,500.00
21,000.00
67,700.00
55,500.00
62,000.00
178,000.00
2,294,545.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
40,000.00
3,409,545.00

10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
40,000.00
2,334,545.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
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Contribution Agreements
Conference
Tourism 2020
Bureau

$

$
$

250,000.00
150,000.00

$

$

400,000.00

$
$
$
$
$

$

400,000.00

$

Integrat
Marketi

-

$

650,0

-

5,000.00
20,000.00
25,000.00

$

650,0

25,000.00

$

650,0

ANGELA GZOWSKI / NWTT
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2%

2020/21 Marketing Channel
Budget Summary

4%

9%

85%

Consumer – $2,906,570
Media – $121,275
Travel Trade – $310,500
MC&IT – $71,200

2020/21 Geographic Market
Budget Summary

2%

Canada – $2,537,345
Japan – $209,000
Germany – $158,000
China – $210,500

6%
5%
6%

USA – $79,200
Australia – $106,500
Korea – $65,500
Mexico – $43,500
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3% 2% 1%

75%

JASON VAN BRUGGEN / NWTT

CALL CENTRE

COMMUNICATIONS

The call centre budget includes all non-human resource costs

Communications include costs associated with the development

associated with operating the call centre, including mail and

and production of newsletters and publications, as well as our

delivery, service supplies, our toll-free telephone, and all other

interactions with the media, through whom we communicate

associated costs.

with our target markets. Communications expenses include:
media show fees, media familiarization tours, media events and

CONSUMER SHOW PROGRAM

promotions, newsletters and publications, photography (contract,

As detailed in the Activity by Distribution Channel (see page 37),

rights acquisition, library cataloguing), supplies and materials, and

NWTT participates in a number of consumer trade shows across

media show travel.

Canada. This budget is used for all shipping, freight and courier
costs, show fees and services, supplies to enable participation

MARKETING

in these shows, and associated travel costs for NWTT staff to

Marketing encompasses the greatest proportion of the NWTT

attend and work the shows.

budget. It includes all costs associated with core advertising,
special projects, business meetings, promotion materials,

AGENCY CONTRACTS

research and reporting, Trade and MCIT travel and familiarization

To help achieve the aggressive objectives of this marketing plan,

tours, trade show registration and fees, and the development of

NWTT contracts the services of an Agency of Record. Additionally,

digital tools such as our 360 degree videos.

NWTT contracts with Sales Agents and Marketing Agencies in
key overseas markets including Germany, Japan, South Korea,

MARKET READY TRAINING

Australia and China. NWTT also contracts an agency to undertake

NWTT prepares and delivers market ready and other industry

regular social media activities. This budget reflects those

training as part of its Annual General Meeting. This budget is for

contract costs.

costs associated with AGM logistics and venue expenses, and
speaker travel, fees and other related expenses.
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APPENDIX A:
GEOGRAPHIC
MARKETS
LEGEND
C

Consumer and Call Centre

B

Business

F

Fishing

M

Media

T

General Touring

H

Hunting

TT

Travel Trade

O

Outdoor Adventure

A

Aurora

MCIT

Meetings, Conventions
and Incentive Travel

V

Visiting Friends and Relatives

CANADA
POPULATION: 35.2 MILLION
GDP: RANKED 10TH LARGEST ECONOMY
IN THE WORLD
EQ TRAVEL SEGMENTS:
Free Spirits 12%, Cultural Explorers 9%
Authentic Experiencers 12%,
Gentle Explorers 25%, Rejuvenators 6%
Like most other Canadian destinations,
the NWT draws most of its visitors
from within Canada. Canadian visitors
account for 60 – 80% of travellers to
the NWT. With current geopolitical and
safety issues around the world, many
Canadians are choosing to travel at home.
Domestic marketing efforts of NWTT
have focuses on increasing awareness of
the Northwest Territories. The number of
Canadian visitors to the territory is at an
all time high.

B

V

O

F

H A

C M TT MCIT

Travel from any major city in Canada to
the NWT can be accomplished in a day.
While the cost to travel to the NWT is
more expensive than travel to most
southern cities, competition between the
major airlines creates regular seat sales.
RECEPTIVE TOUR OPERATORS (RTO’S):
Discover Holidays, Jonview, JAC, Entrée
Destinations, Fresh Tracks, Anderson
Vacations
TRAVEL TRADE SHOWS: Rendezvous
Canada, CITAP Winter Function
MEDIA TRADE SHOW: GoMedia Canada
(national and international media), TMAC

Outdoor Adventure Show, Vancouver
Outdoor Adventure Show.
MCIT: Canadian Meeting and Events Expo,
CSAE, Tête-à-Tête
STRATEGY: Content approach, guided by
editorial calendar focussing on planning/
booking cycle. Refresh top content, deeper
with more content and fewer publishers.
Integrate messaging across all platforms:
social/digital/trade shows. Explore more
digital platforms and opportunities such
as video, augmented reality, search engine
marketing. Use sticky anchors to keep
people on website.

CONSUMER TRADE SHOWS:
Toronto Outdoor Adventure Show,
Toronto Sportsman Show, Calgary
Outdoor Adventure Show, Montreal

united states
POPULATION: 325.4 MILLION
GDP: 18.5 TRILLION USD – RANKED
LARGEST ECONOMY IN THE WORLD

May and October. 11% of potential
American travellers to Canada expressed
an interest in visiting Canada’s north.

EQ TRAVEL SEGMENTS:
Free Spirits 14%, Cultural Explorers 9%
Authentic Experiencers 14%,
Rejuvenators 6%

In 2018, air arrivals were down by about
3.1%, while arrivals by automobile were
up about 2.4%. In 2018, according to
Destination Canada, four of the top 5
activities that American leisure travellers
wanted to experience were nature based,
including seeing natural attractions, hiking
or walking in nature, visiting nature parks,
and viewing wildlife.

The United States is Canada’s biggest
source of international visitors. In 2018,
approximately 14.4 million Americans
visited Canada, spending $685 each.
Destination Canada projects American
visitation to increase 2.2% to about 14.8
million with total spending of $10.55
billion. American travellers like to take
advantage of long weekends for travel,
with 70% of all travel taking place between

T

Air travel from many major US cities to
Yellowknife can be achieved in one day.
Most US flights connect through Toronto,
Montreal, Calgary or Vancouver.

B

T

V

O

F

H A

C M TT MCIT
TRAVEL TRADE SHOW: Travel Exchange
(NTA)
MCIT TRADE SHOWS: IMEX
STRATEGY: Content approach, guided by
editorial calendar focussing on planning/
booking cycle. Refresh top content, deeper
with more content focussing on angling,
paddling and general touring. Integrate
messaging across all platforms: social/
digital. Explore more digital platforms and
opportunities such as video, augmented
reality, search engine marketing. Use sticky
anchors to keep people on website.
TRAVEL TRADE KEY ACCOUNTS:
Collette, Road Scholar, Globus,
The Ensemble Group
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japan
POPULATION: 126.7 MILLION
GDP: RANKED 3RD LARGEST ECONOMY
IN THE WORLD
EQ TRAVEL SEGMENTS:
Free Spirits 12%, Cultural History Buffs
16%
In 2018, 251,240 Japanese travellers
visited Canada, spending on average
$1,810. This is down significantly from
2017, a drop of about 15%. The 2019
visitor forecast is down a further 3.5%
to approximately 242,000, however
spending is forecast to grow by 1.3%.
Of the identified Japanese target market,
27% indicated they are likely to visit
Canada in the next two years, with 14%
of those saying they are interested in
visiting the north.

A
C M TT
Japanese visitors have been travelling
to Yellowknife for more than 3 decades,
and the Canadian north is well-known in
Japan for its Aurora and
natural attractions.
Air access to Canada increased in
recent years, with flights from Osaka to
Vancouver. This is in addition to direct
flights between Tokyo and Calgary. There
are direct flights between Vancouver and
Yellowknife, and Calgary and Yellowknife
making the NWT highly accessible to
Japanese travellers.
Most Japanese visitors prefer to have a
Japanese-speaking guide for their tours,
and some will request specialty food
during their stay.
TRAVEL TRADE SHOWS: The importance
of this market requires an annual trade

china
POPULATION: 1.4 BILLION
GDP: RANKED 2ND LARGEST ECONOMY
IN THE WORLD (15% OF GLOBAL GDP)
EQ TRAVEL SEGMENTS:
Free Spirits 17%, Cultural Explorers 8%
China is Canada’s third largest market
for inbound visitors, and second in terms
of visitor spending. While 2017 was a
record year for Chinese travel to Canada,
2018 broke that record, with 737,370
visitor arrivals, up approximately 6%
over 2017. Chinese visitors spend on
average, $2,846 each. Strong economic
growth and a rapidly growing middle class
have contributed to this growth. Visitor
numbers are expected to stay strong,

update. Partners will be sought in-market
to maximize efficiency of a sales and
training visit.
STRATEGY: The show, Focus Japan, is
held every second year: the next will be
held in October of 2021. In years where
there is no trade show, we increase sales
calls to maintain our presence. Ensure
seasonality of the message to align with
planning and booking timelines. Drive
consumer demand through fresh Japanese
language content across multiple channels.
Nurture relationships with travel agents
and key trade partners. Maintain general
sales agent in market. Establish longterm
relationships with online travel agencies.
TRAVEL TRADE KEY ACCOUNTS:
H.I.S., JTB World Vacations, Kiki Nippon
Travel Agency, Maple Fun Tours, JalPak

T

A

C M TT
forecast to grow 3.6%, with an increase
of 5.8% in revenue. Of potential Chinese
travellers to Canada, 16% indicated a
likelihood to visit the north.
There is excellent air access between
China and Canada, with direct flights
between most major cities in China to
Vancouver, Toronto, and Calgary.
Most Chinese visitors to the NWT stay
for three nights. Some Chinese travellers
to Yellowknife have stayed longer and
expressed interest in visiting areas
outside Yellowknife.
TRAVEL TRADE SHOWS: Showcase
Canada-Asia, CITAP
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STRATEGY: Lead with digital content and
lever this in building consumer awareness.
Repurpose Chinese language content for
trade marketing and training. Chinese
language digital apps (WeChat) continues
to be utilized and cross promoted to social
media accounts held in China for enhanced
visibility and travel related information in
simplified Chinese. Establish trade and
media connections. Build bridges and
maintain infrastructure including with
current marketing agency agreement.
Cautiously push Chinese payment
platforms to increase expenditure while in
destination.

south korea
POPULATION: 51.4 MILLION
GDP: RANKED 11TH LARGEST ECONOMY
IN THE WORLD (1.9% OF GDP)
EQ TRAVEL SEGMENTS:
Free Spirits 11%, Cultural History Buffs 16%

after a stay in the United States, rather
than flying in directly. Month-over-month
statistics show growth in then number of
arrivals of South Korean visitors of one to
two percent. On average, South Korean
visitors spend $1,741 in Canada.

Destination Canada has recently changed
its data collection with respect to non-US
tourist arrivals by land. As a result of these
changes, some statistics are not easily
comparable with prior years. Destination
Canada advises caution in interpreting air
arrival data with previous years. This is
the case of South Korean travellers. Many
South Korean travellers arrive in Canada

Travellers from South Korea are interested
in Canada’s natural and cultural settings.
About 22% of potential visitors expressed
interest in visiting Canada’s north. Of note,
more than half of South Korean travellers
to Canada were solo travellers: more than
any other of the NWT’s target markets.
More than half of South Korean leisure
travellers booked an organized group

Germany
POPULATION: 82.3 MILLION
GDP: RANKED 4TH LARGEST ECONOMY
IN THE WORLD
EQ TRAVEL SEGMENTS:
Free Spirits 12%, Cultural Explorers 17%,
Authentic Experiencers 13%
According to DC research, Canada
ranks third, behind the United States
and Thailand, for long haul travel by
Germans. In 2018, approximately 406,000
Germans visited Canada, up 1.2% from
2017. German travellers spend, on
average, $1,720 when they visit Canada.
Destination Canada’s forecast for 2019
shows continued growth of some 3.5% in
visitors, and 4.1% in revenues. Of potential
German travellers to Canada, a significant
21% indicated they are likely to visit
the north.

T

A

C M TT
travel package, predominantly via online
travel agents or tour operators.
TRAVEL TRADE SHOWS: Focus Korea
STRATEGY: NWT Tourism will maintain
the status quo with respect to South
Korean marketing efforts. We will partner
with Destination Canada on marketing
activities, and continue to build awareness
of the NWT in market through social media
content and responsiveness.
TRAVEL TRADE KEY ACCOUNTS:
Pharos Travel, Hana Tour, Mode Tour,
Prime Travel

T

O A

C M TT

Germans are a good fit for travel to
Canada as they typically have 5 – 6 weeks
of annual vacation and are avid travellers.
They also have a significant interest in the
north, with 16% of the immediate market
potential for Canada indicating they
would like to visit Canada’s north. They
also prefer natural areas to cities. Most
Germans speak enough English that they
do not require the use of an interpreter
while travelling. Germans tend to plan
trips well in advance, often four months
prior to booking.
Air access from Germany to Canada is
excellent. Airline seat capacity increased in
both 2016 and 2017.

STRATEGY: Similar to the North American
strategy, focus will be on increasingly
digital delivery of destination information.
We will drive consumer interest through
social media accounts while redirecting
website traffic. We will maintain
relationships with trade and our general
sales agent in market. This market
continues to show positive growth to the
Western Arctic region of the Northwest
Territories, with 177 German travellers
visiting this region in 2018. NWTT will align
its tactics with Yukon to further promote
road traffic to the Western Arctic.
TRAVEL TRADE KEY ACCOUNTS:
CanUSA Touristic, SK Touristic, Dertour,
TravelHouse/Hotel Plan (CH)
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AUSTRALIA
POPULATION: 24.7 M
GDP: RANKED 13TH LARGEST ECONOMY
IN THE WORLD (1.9% OF GDP)
EQ TRAVEL SEGMENTS:
Free Spirits 16%, Cultural Explorers 15%,
Social Samplers 14%
Australians are avid travellers and willing
to spend on their dream vacation. In
2018, approximately 350,000 Australians
visited Canada, down slightly (2.5%) over
the previous year. Australians spend, on
average, $2,433 per trip. Visitation and
spending are both forecast to be stable,
rising less than one percent in 2019.
Most Australians arrive through
Vancouver, and are most likely to visit BC,
Alberta and Ontario. There is a growing
interest in winter tourism and the Aurora
amongst Australians.

There is excellent air access between
Australia and Canada, with direct flights
from Sydney, Brisbane, and Melbourne
into Vancouver. The average stay for an
Australian visitor is 15 – 20 days, with
tours to a number of regions. Of potential
Australian travellers to Canada, 19%
indicated a likelihood that they would visit
the north.
In general, Australians are lowmaintenance travellers. They will forgo
luxury for an authentic experience,
provided the experience delivered is
what was promised. Also, there are no
language barriers as there are with other
international markets.

EQ TRAVEL SEGMENTS:
Free Spirits 15%, Cultural History Buffs
10%, Authentic Experiencers 11%
Following the removal of the mandatory
travel visa requirements, Mexican visitors
to Canada increased by 47%. This growth
was supported by an accompanying
significant increase (71%) in direct air
access to Canada. In 2018, this growth
trend continued, with more than 400,000
Mexican visitors to Canada, an increase of

A

C M TT
STRATEGY: NWT Tourism explored this
market in 2018 with financial assistance
from CanNor. We will maintain our general
sales agent in Australia, and replace direct
consumer marketing with a focus on
business to business marketing particularly
focussing on fall and winter travellers.
NWTT will reach out to key trade accounts
to host a webinar to provide new product
updates.
TRAVEL TRADE KEY ACCOUNTS:
Adventure World, Adventure Destinations,
Momento, Natural Focus

TRAVEL TRADE SHOWS: Corroboree takes
place every two years. This roadshow will
take place in late January or early February
of 2021.

MEXICO
POPULATION: 123.7 MILLION
GDP: RANKED 15TH LARGEST ECONOMY
IN THE WORLD; 2ND LARGEST IN LATIN
AMERICA (1.4% OF GDP)

T

T

A

M TT
almost 5% year over year. Mexican visitors
spend, on average, $1,575 per visit. The
geopolitical situation between Mexico
and the United States has the potential to
create further incentive for Mexicans to
forgo travel to the US in favour of Canada.
Destination Canada’s visitor forecast
for 2019 projects and increase of 8.5%
in Mexican travellers and an increase in
spend of 13.4%
Mexicans prefer to visit Canada in the
summer. However, DC’s 2017 research
found that 43% of Mexicans identified
the Aurora as being an important enough
activity to base their entire trip around for
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winter travel. Of potential Mexican visitors
to Canada, 12% indicated that they are
likely to visit the north.
TRAVEL TRADE SHOWS: Focus Mexico
2020
STRATEGY: Mexico is an emerging market
for NWT Tourism. We will focus on Mexico
media and trade familiarization tours,
and market business to business. We will
support partnered activities with Alberta to
enable testing of the market opportunity
and to grow our understanding of what can
drive Mexican travellers to our destination.
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appendix B:
Psychographic
markets
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Free Spirits
13% OF GLOBAL MARKET
Free Spirits are highly social and open-minded. Their enthusiasm
for life extends to their outlook on travel. Experimental and

Cultural
Explorers
12% OF GLOBAL MARKET

adventurous, they indulge in high-end experiences that are shared

Cultural Explorers are defined by their love of constant travel

with others.

and continuous opportunities to embrace, discover and immerse
themselves in the culture, people and settings of the places they

SOCIAL VALUES

visit. They are open, accepting, non-traditional and enthusiastic.

Joy of consumption, social mobility, attraction for crowds,
confident risk takers, see themselves happy and full of life. They

SOCIAL VALUES

want to show their success to the world

Spontaneity, cultural sampling, adaptable to environment, enjoy
trying new experiences, like to feel in control, long for personal

DEMOGRAPHICS

escape, enjoy personal challenge
Age
18-34

40%

35-54

40%

55+

46%

DEMOGRAPHICS
Age
18-34

20%

54%

Income:

28%
43%

35-54
55+

Higher than average

25%

37%

have young children
at home

Employment:

Full time employed (lower
percentage of retirees)

Education:

Higher then average

Income:

Average

families

25%

middle aged,
no kids at home

57%

43%

Lifestyle

13%

mature

Lifestyle
19%

TRAVEL VALUES
Luxury, bragging rights, checklist samplers

30%

mature

20%

younger, no children

27%

families

34%

middle age,
no kids at home

TRAVEL VALUES
Constant travel (excited about the next trip), living history, culture,
beauty of nature, see travel as a journey, going will the flow
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Authentic
ExperiencEs

No Hassle
Traveller

9% OF GLOBAL MARKET

11% OF CANADIAN MARKET,
10% OF AUSTRALIAN MARKET

Authentic Experiencers are typically understated travellers
looking for authentic, tangible engagement with destinations they

No-Hassle Travellers are extroverted, flashy people who seek

seek, with a particular interest in understanding the history of the

secure group travel, allowing them to be pampered in luxurious

places they visit. They are steadfast, understated, responsible,

surroundings while seeing all the main sights of a destination.

interested and rational.

SOCIAL VALUES

SOCIAL VALUES

Financial security, huge consumers, like to use their purchases

Personal control, spontaneity, cultural sampling, the need to

to impress others, confidence in advertising, like to keep things

feel responsible, skeptical towards advertising, concerned for

simple, believe in big brands

the environment

DEMOGRAPHICS

DEMOGRAPHICS

Age

Age
18-34
35-54

31%
53%

55+

46%

54%

Employment:
Education:

Work full time - higher percentage
of retirees

middle age no kids at home

42%

mature

19%

families

55+

29%

Full time employed

Education:

Lower than average
Average

Lifestyle

24%

younger,
no children

11%

younger,
no children

29%

Employment:

mature

Lifestyle

35-54

56%

44%

22%

Higher than average

28%

41%

18-34

16%

31%

families

23%

middle age,
no kids

TRAVEL VALUES
Seek comfort, checklist travel, luxury, like to show off their status

TRAVEL VALUES
Living history/culture, comfort and rejuvenation, escape from the
daily pressures of life
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Social
Sampler
14% OF AUSTRALIAN MARKET
Social Samplers are defined by their affinity for travelling in
groups, as well as by the idea that time is limited while travelling,
thus they show a preference for focusing on ‘must-see’ attractions.

SOCIAL VALUES

Personal
History
Explorer
13% OF CANADIAN MARKET, 14%
JAPANESE MARKET, 10% SOUTH
KOREAN MARKET
As travellers, Personal History Explorers are primarily defined by

Living virtually, meaningful moments, savor the pleasures of life,
high respect for authority, find it thrilling to try new things

their desire to connect to their own cultural roots – and do so by
travelling in comfort, style and security.

SOCIAL VALUES

DEMOGRAPHICS

Love to savor life’s pleasures, need for status recognition, search

Age
18-34
35-54
55+

for family roots, concern of appearance
22%

DEMOGRAPHICS

26%
42%

Age

59%

41%

Employment:

Full time employed,
higher than average part
time or retired

Education:

Lower than average

18-34

22%

24%

younger, no children

42%

35-54
55+

Employment:

Full time employed,
higher than average part
time or retired

Education:

Lower than average

31%

families

23%

18%

53%

47%

Lifestyle
mature

26%

Lifestyle

middle age,
no kids

24%

mature, 60+

16%

TRAVEL VALUES

younger, no children

Group travel, historical traveller, sampling a variety of experiences,

31%

families

29%

middle age,
no kids

sharing experiences with others, constant travel

TRAVEL VALUES
Discovering their roots, comfort and luxury, security, shared
experiences
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Rejuvenators
6% OF CANADIAN MARKET,
Rejuvenators are family-oriented people who travel with others
to escape form the stresses of everyday life to get pampered and

Gentle
Explorers
25% OF CANADIAN MARKET
Gentle Explorers are primarily defined by their reluctance to

indulge themselves.

venture far beyond the comfort of home and travel ‘on condition,’

SOCIAL VALUES

demanding the very best and most comfortable environments for

Stand up for their own beliefs, penchant for saving money, yet will
buy on impulse, ethical consumerism, meaningful moments, they
stick with social conventions

themselves when they must do so.

SOCIAL VALUES
Living virtually, meaningful moments, savor the pleasures of life,

DEMOGRAPHICS

high respect for authority, they find it thrilling to try new things
Age

DEMOGRAPHICS

18-34 17%
35-54

42%

55+

41%

Age
18-34
35-54

52%

48%

55+

22%
36%
42%

Employment:

Less likely to be full time, higher
than average retired or students

41%

Income:

Lower than average

Employment:

Full time employed, higher than
average part time or retired

Education:

Average

Lifestyle
10%

younger,
no children

34%

middle aged,
no kids at home

29%

families

59%

Lifestyle
34%

30%

mature

mature, 60+

TRAVEL VALUES

10%

younger,
no children

29%

families

26%

middle age,
no kids at home

Seek comfort, looking for escape, prefer unstructured travel,

TRAVEL VALUES

awestruck by nature, see a vacation as a time to be carefree and

Group travel, historical travel, sampling a variety of activities,

indulge

enjoy sharing experiences with others, constant travel
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Cultural
History Buffs

Aspiring
Escapists

12% FRANCE MARKET, 16% JAPAN
MARKET, 16% SOUTH KOREAN
MARKET

20% CHINA MARKET

Cultural History Buffs are defined by their focused interest in

comfort and safety, they may be tempted to leave the comforts of

the history, culture and natural surroundings of the places they

home to escape.

visit. They are driven to learn everything about a culture, in the
company of other like-minded people.

Aspiring Escapists are stressed about life in general and more
apprehensive about travelling – but if travel offers sufficient

SOCIAL VALUES
Financial security and social mobility, high importance on

SOCIAL VALUES

aesthetics, fashion and brand, time stress and fatalism from busy

Importance of Spontaneity, guided by emotions and will change
options easily, approach life with vitality, autonomy and personal
control, feel more confident to deal with unexpected changes

hectic lifestyles, voluntary simplicity

DEMOGRAPHICS
Age

DEMOGRAPHICS
18-34
35-54

25%
32%

59%

Employment:

Most full time, higher portion
of retirees

Education:

Slightly higher than average

25%

middle age - no kids
at home

33%

mature

29%

Education:

Mainly university and
Average
college

Income:

Above
average
Average
4%

24%

families

55+

Highest share of
full time employment

mature

22%

29%

Employment:

Lifestyle

Lifestyle

35-54

43%

57%

43%

55+

41%

41%

18-34

Age

younger, no children

60%

families

12%

middle age,
no kids

20%

younger,
no children

TRAVEL VALUES
TRAVEL VALUES

Comfort and Luxury, safety, like to show off their travel

Nature, historical travel, cultural emersion, group travel, constant
travel.

experiences to their friends, like to briefly try a variety of
experiences
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Northwest Territories Tourism, Box 610, Yellowknife, NT, Canada, X1A 2N5
Telephone (Local): (867) 873-5007 North America Toll-free: +1 (800)-661-0788
Fax: (867) 873-4059 Email: info@spectacularnwt.com

